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tcrp report 94 fare policies structures and technologies update identifies describes and evaluates key fare structures policies and technologies that are being considered by transit agencies
with a focus on their impact on customers operations management and effective and equitable fare integration the report includes data on fare structures policy making procedures and
ongoing efforts to implement fare technology this report provides guidance on making decisions related to fare policies structures and technologies it includes practical information that
can be readily used by transit professionals and policy makers in fare related planning and decision making this report updates information presented in tcrp reports 10 and 32 and presents
the latest developments and research results related to fare policy and technology issues the purpose of this synthesis is to document the state of the practice for transit agencies in
terms of fare arrangements for public employees results of a cross section survey of transit agencies in north america yielded information on important issues such as leadership of the
program barriers obstacles and constraints administrative procedures implementation lessons learned cost financing and pricing and program evaluation profiles philanthropic programs in
the united states associated with private foundations corporate foundations and corporate direct givers all of the funders in the directory have either made grants to libraries within the
last few reporting periods or have listed libraries as a typical recipient category more effectively meet the diverse literacy needs of the growing latino population by learning how to
evaluate and select quality latino children s literature latinos are the fastest growing and largest ethnic minority in the united states the number of latino children is at a historic high as
a result librarians and teachers in the united states must know how to meet the informational cultural and traditional literacy needs of this student demographic group an ideal way to
overcome this challenge is by providing culturally accurate and authentic children s literature that represents the diversity of the latino cultures much more than simply a topical
bibliography this book details both historical and current practices in educating latino children explains why having quality latino children s literature in classrooms and libraries is
necessary for the ethnic identity development of latino children and offers a historical overview of latino children s literature in america resources of interest to educators working with
latino children are also included this all in one resource for researching library and school grants is back in a new edition and more useful than ever offering refreshed content and even more
guidance on locating grant funding sources using this guide librarians fundraisers and researchers will find quick convenient access to information on the most likely funding sources for
libraries including private foundations corporate foundations corporate direct givers government agencies and library and nonprofit organizations edited by nancy kalikow maxwell a grant
writer with 35 years of experience this edition includes more than 200 new entries as well as a detailed introduction explaining the concept of grant readiness and walking readers through
the steps of preparing their institution for a grant project including strategic planning conducting a needs assessment and identifying potential partners guidance on the most effective ways
to use the directory with an explanation of inclusion criteria and data elements multiple indexes for finding the right information fast a new section covering grant related organizations
and sources to aid readers looking for grant writers or grant development assistance the challenge of finding the money will be made easier with this guide s clear and comprehensive
information the third edition traveler response to transportation system changes handbook provides comprehensive information on travel demand effects of alternative urban
transportation policies operating approaches and systems and built environment options by building upon expanding and selectively replacing the earlier editions to provide a contemporary
assessment of the experience and insights gained from the application and analysis of various system changes and alternatives the focus is on aiding transportation transit and land use
planners in their conduct of travel demand and related analyses and to inform elected officials administrators operators designers and the general public as well the traveler response to
transportation system changes handbook consists of the chapter 1 introductory materials and 15 stand alone published topic area chapters each topic area chapter provides traveler
response findings including supportive information and interpretation and also includes case studies and a bibliography consisting of the references utilized as sources please note that
chapters 4 7 and 8 have been deferred for a future tcrp project effort the handbook findings derive primarily from reported results and analyses of real world transportation system and
policy applications and trials experimental or quasi experimental empirical data have been the information source of choice other empirical data derivations and simple accounts of outcomes
have been employed as necessary forecasts and other estimates derived from travel demand model applications and similar techniques have been used but on a very selective basis mostly for
augmenting the empirical data where gaps exist and for providing additional insights and context tcrp report 95 traveler response to transportation system changes handbook will be of
interest to transit transportation and land use planning practitioners transportation engineers land developers employers and school administrators researchers and educators and
professionals across a broad spectrum of transportation and planning metropolitan planning organizations and local state and federal government agencies taken from publisher web site
tcrp report 87 strategies for increasing the effectiveness of commuter benefits programs will be of interest to transportation agencies such as transit providers metropolitan planning
organizations and transportation management associations that want to increase the effectiveness of their commuter benefits and related outreach programs the report is designed to help
transportation agencies improve their commuter benefits offerings to better meet employer needs and increase participation through more effective marketing the great american dream of
cruising down the parkway zipping from here to there at any time has given way to a true nightmare that is destroying the environment costing billions and deeply impacting our personal well
being getting from a to b has never been more difficult expensive or miserable it doesn t have to be this way jeffrey tumlin s book sustainable transportation planning offers easy to
understand clearly explained tips and techniques that will allow us to quite literally take back our roads essential reading for anyone who wants to drive our transportation system
out of the gridlock marianne cusato home designer and author of get your house right architectural elements to use and avoid the book is full of useful ideas on nearly every page bill
dibennedetto of triple pundit as transportations related disciplines of urban planning architecture landscape architecture urban economics and social policy have undergone major internal
reform efforts in recent decades written in clear easy to follow language this book provides planning practitioners with the tools they need to achieve their cities economic development
social equity and ecological sustainability goals starting with detailed advice for improving each mode of transportation the book offers guidance on balancing the needs of each mode
against each other whether on a downtown street or a small town neighborhood or a regional network misty ancient forests rugged high deserts and black sand beaches wherever you turn
in oregon adventure awaits pack a lunch lace up your boots and hit the trails with moon oregon hiking inside you ll find diverse hiking options whether you plan to take peaceful walks
along the coast or challenging treks up mount hood enjoy outdoor getaways ranging from easy day hikes to multi day backpacking trips find your hike looking for something specific choose
from strategic lists of the best hikes for wildflowers waterfalls or hiking with your dog plus a breakdown of the best hikes by season the top outdoor experiences explore a mars like red
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rock landscape in the alvord desert or marvel at one of the 90 rushing waterfalls in the colombia river gorge peer into the mouth of a volcano crater gaze at the portland skyline from
afar or climb to the top of a picturesque lighthouse take a dip in relaxing hot springs study real wagon ruts on the historic oregon trail and spot puffins pelicans and plovers along the
coast nearby fun spend a night under the stars at a nearby campground sip a refreshing local brew after a day of hiking or enjoy fresh caught fish at a beachfront restaurant essential
planning details each hike is described in detail and marked with round trip distance and hiking time difficulty terrain type elevation gain and access points maps and directions find easy to use
maps driving directions to each trailhead and details on where to park expert advice seasoned hiker matt wastradowski offers experienced insights local secrets and honest opinions of each
trail tips and tools advice on gear first aid and camping permits plus background information on climate landscape and wildlife whether you re a veteran or a first time hiker moon s
comprehensive coverage and local expertise will have you gearing up for your next adventure hitting the road check out moon pacific northwest road trip about moon travel guides moon
was founded in 1973 to empower independent active and conscious travel we prioritize local businesses outdoor recreation and traveling strategically and sustainably moon travel
guides are written by local expert authors with great stories to tell and they can t wait to share their favorite places with you for more inspiration follow moonguides on social media
addresses transit s ridership and its share of the travel market the research explored a variety of different public policies and transit management actions that can potentially influence
transit ridership particularly in comparison to local travel by private vehicle planning at a metropolitan scale is important for effective management of urban growth transportation
systems air quality and watershed and green spaces it is fundamental to efforts to promote social justice and equity best practices in metropolitan transportation planning shows how
the most innovative metropolitan planning organizations mpos in the united states are addressing these issues using their mandates to improve transportation networks while pursuing
emerging sustainability goals at the same time as both a policy analysis and a practical how to guide this book presents cutting edge original research on the role accessibility plays and
should play in transportation planning tracks how existing plans have sought to balance competing priorities using scenario planning and other strategies assesses the results of various
efforts to reduce automobile dependence in cities and explains how to make planning documents more powerful and effective in highlighting the most innovative practices implemented by mpos
regional planning councils city and county planning departments and state departments of transportation this book aims to influence other planning organizations as well as influence
federal and state policy discussions and legislation bringing together leading authorities this concise state of the science handbook delves into all aspects of problem solving based school
psychology practice thirty four focused chapters present data based methods for assessment analysis intervention and evaluation with special attention given to working in a response to
intervention framework tools and guidelines are provided for promoting success in key academic domains reading writing and math social emotional and behavioral skills are thoroughly a
companion volume to immigrants and the american experience 1999 this book covers american public library services to immigrants from 1876 to 2003 as such it provides an excellent text
on public library services to diverse groups and multiculturalism in public libraries it presents a detailed exposition of immigration law accompanied by an analysis of laws affecting
libraries these legislative activities are placed in the context of library practice and the library profession treating fully developments within ala and the government agencies tasked with
the funding and oversight of libraries examines the net economic benefits associated with various strategies and practices for coordinating human service transportation and general public
transit provides quantitative estimates for these strategies and practices and identifies innovative and promising coordination strategies and practices this introduction will help plan for
attracting this rapidly growing spanish speaking population into the library and library services a major challenge to librarians in small public libraries who have no spanish speaking staff
providing services to spanish speakers is both an honor and a challenge before public institutions venture into reaching out to the spanish speaking community they need to become familiar
with their cultural competency so that their decisions and initiatives are not at risk introduction profiles of surveyed college and university communities campus operations campus policies
and planning technology and green innovations conclusions appendixes supplying contributions from latino librarian practitioners across the nation this anthology provides broad
coverage of the subject of latino spanish speaking library service in the united states emphasizing public school and academic libraries pathways to progress issues and advances in latino
librarianship taps the leading minds of the latino library world to provide expert discourse on a wide spectrum of library services to latino patrons in the united states this collection of
articles provides an accurate insightful discussion of the issues and advances in latino library service coverage of library service to the latino community includes subjects such as special
collections recruitment and mentoring leadership collection development reference services to gays and lesbians children services and special library populations contributors include
library practitioners who are of mexican chilean peruvian nicaraguan puerto rican and cuban descent best practices are presented and explained in depth with practical examples and
documented citations trb s transit cooperative research program tcrp report 111 elements needed to create high ridership transit systems explores the strategies used by transit agencies
to create high ridership the report includes case studies that focus on the internal and external elements that contributed to successful ridership increases and examines how the transit
agencies influenced or overcame internal and external challenges to increase ridership the report includes a companion interactive cd rom that contains a database of individual transit
agency ridership strategies linked to the strategies and examples presented in the report the cd rom also contains a brochure that outlines the key elements identified in this report for
increasing and sustaining ridership publisher s website presents a guide to the ideas resources and strategies for increasing library service to latino populations helps citizens and their
governments apply the concept of sustainable development in their communities original



Fare Policies, Structures and Technologies 2003 tcrp report 94 fare policies structures and technologies update identifies describes and evaluates key fare structures policies and
technologies that are being considered by transit agencies with a focus on their impact on customers operations management and effective and equitable fare integration the report includes
data on fare structures policy making procedures and ongoing efforts to implement fare technology this report provides guidance on making decisions related to fare policies structures and
technologies it includes practical information that can be readily used by transit professionals and policy makers in fare related planning and decision making this report updates information
presented in tcrp reports 10 and 32 and presents the latest developments and research results related to fare policy and technology issues
Transit Fare Arrangements for Public Employees 2010 the purpose of this synthesis is to document the state of the practice for transit agencies in terms of fare arrangements for public
employees results of a cross section survey of transit agencies in north america yielded information on important issues such as leadership of the program barriers obstacles and
constraints administrative procedures implementation lessons learned cost financing and pricing and program evaluation
The ALA Book of Library Grant Money 2012 profiles philanthropic programs in the united states associated with private foundations corporate foundations and corporate direct givers
all of the funders in the directory have either made grants to libraries within the last few reporting periods or have listed libraries as a typical recipient category
Celebrating Cuentos 2010-11-18 more effectively meet the diverse literacy needs of the growing latino population by learning how to evaluate and select quality latino children s
literature latinos are the fastest growing and largest ethnic minority in the united states the number of latino children is at a historic high as a result librarians and teachers in the united
states must know how to meet the informational cultural and traditional literacy needs of this student demographic group an ideal way to overcome this challenge is by providing
culturally accurate and authentic children s literature that represents the diversity of the latino cultures much more than simply a topical bibliography this book details both historical
and current practices in educating latino children explains why having quality latino children s literature in classrooms and libraries is necessary for the ethnic identity development of
latino children and offers a historical overview of latino children s literature in america resources of interest to educators working with latino children are also included
The ALA Book of Library Grant Money, Ninth Edition 2014-02-03 this all in one resource for researching library and school grants is back in a new edition and more useful than ever
offering refreshed content and even more guidance on locating grant funding sources using this guide librarians fundraisers and researchers will find quick convenient access to information on
the most likely funding sources for libraries including private foundations corporate foundations corporate direct givers government agencies and library and nonprofit organizations edited
by nancy kalikow maxwell a grant writer with 35 years of experience this edition includes more than 200 new entries as well as a detailed introduction explaining the concept of grant
readiness and walking readers through the steps of preparing their institution for a grant project including strategic planning conducting a needs assessment and identifying potential
partners guidance on the most effective ways to use the directory with an explanation of inclusion criteria and data elements multiple indexes for finding the right information fast a new
section covering grant related organizations and sources to aid readers looking for grant writers or grant development assistance the challenge of finding the money will be made easier
with this guide s clear and comprehensive information
Traveler Response to Transportation System Changes Handbook, Third Edition: Chapter 19, Employer and Institutional TDM Strategies 2010-07-19 the third edition traveler response to
transportation system changes handbook provides comprehensive information on travel demand effects of alternative urban transportation policies operating approaches and systems and
built environment options by building upon expanding and selectively replacing the earlier editions to provide a contemporary assessment of the experience and insights gained from the
application and analysis of various system changes and alternatives the focus is on aiding transportation transit and land use planners in their conduct of travel demand and related
analyses and to inform elected officials administrators operators designers and the general public as well the traveler response to transportation system changes handbook consists of
the chapter 1 introductory materials and 15 stand alone published topic area chapters each topic area chapter provides traveler response findings including supportive information and
interpretation and also includes case studies and a bibliography consisting of the references utilized as sources please note that chapters 4 7 and 8 have been deferred for a future tcrp
project effort the handbook findings derive primarily from reported results and analyses of real world transportation system and policy applications and trials experimental or quasi
experimental empirical data have been the information source of choice other empirical data derivations and simple accounts of outcomes have been employed as necessary forecasts and
other estimates derived from travel demand model applications and similar techniques have been used but on a very selective basis mostly for augmenting the empirical data where gaps exist
and for providing additional insights and context tcrp report 95 traveler response to transportation system changes handbook will be of interest to transit transportation and land use
planning practitioners transportation engineers land developers employers and school administrators researchers and educators and professionals across a broad spectrum of
transportation and planning metropolitan planning organizations and local state and federal government agencies taken from publisher web site
The Potential of Public Transit as a Transportation Control Measure 1998 tcrp report 87 strategies for increasing the effectiveness of commuter benefits programs will be of interest to
transportation agencies such as transit providers metropolitan planning organizations and transportation management associations that want to increase the effectiveness of their
commuter benefits and related outreach programs the report is designed to help transportation agencies improve their commuter benefits offerings to better meet employer needs and increase
participation through more effective marketing
How Much Should Amtrak be Reimbursed for Railroad Employees Using Passes to Ride Its Trains? 1980 the great american dream of cruising down the parkway zipping from here to there at
any time has given way to a true nightmare that is destroying the environment costing billions and deeply impacting our personal well being getting from a to b has never been more difficult
expensive or miserable it doesn t have to be this way jeffrey tumlin s book sustainable transportation planning offers easy to understand clearly explained tips and techniques that will
allow us to quite literally take back our roads essential reading for anyone who wants to drive our transportation system out of the gridlock marianne cusato home designer and author
of get your house right architectural elements to use and avoid the book is full of useful ideas on nearly every page bill dibennedetto of triple pundit as transportations related disciplines
of urban planning architecture landscape architecture urban economics and social policy have undergone major internal reform efforts in recent decades written in clear easy to follow
language this book provides planning practitioners with the tools they need to achieve their cities economic development social equity and ecological sustainability goals starting with
detailed advice for improving each mode of transportation the book offers guidance on balancing the needs of each mode against each other whether on a downtown street or a small town
neighborhood or a regional network



Public Roads 2001 misty ancient forests rugged high deserts and black sand beaches wherever you turn in oregon adventure awaits pack a lunch lace up your boots and hit the trails with
moon oregon hiking inside you ll find diverse hiking options whether you plan to take peaceful walks along the coast or challenging treks up mount hood enjoy outdoor getaways ranging
from easy day hikes to multi day backpacking trips find your hike looking for something specific choose from strategic lists of the best hikes for wildflowers waterfalls or hiking with your
dog plus a breakdown of the best hikes by season the top outdoor experiences explore a mars like red rock landscape in the alvord desert or marvel at one of the 90 rushing waterfalls in
the colombia river gorge peer into the mouth of a volcano crater gaze at the portland skyline from afar or climb to the top of a picturesque lighthouse take a dip in relaxing hot springs
study real wagon ruts on the historic oregon trail and spot puffins pelicans and plovers along the coast nearby fun spend a night under the stars at a nearby campground sip a refreshing
local brew after a day of hiking or enjoy fresh caught fish at a beachfront restaurant essential planning details each hike is described in detail and marked with round trip distance and hiking
time difficulty terrain type elevation gain and access points maps and directions find easy to use maps driving directions to each trailhead and details on where to park expert advice
seasoned hiker matt wastradowski offers experienced insights local secrets and honest opinions of each trail tips and tools advice on gear first aid and camping permits plus background
information on climate landscape and wildlife whether you re a veteran or a first time hiker moon s comprehensive coverage and local expertise will have you gearing up for your next
adventure hitting the road check out moon pacific northwest road trip about moon travel guides moon was founded in 1973 to empower independent active and conscious travel we
prioritize local businesses outdoor recreation and traveling strategically and sustainably moon travel guides are written by local expert authors with great stories to tell and they
can t wait to share their favorite places with you for more inspiration follow moonguides on social media
Strategies for Increasing the Effectiveness of Commuter Benefits Programs 2003 addresses transit s ridership and its share of the travel market the research explored a variety of different
public policies and transit management actions that can potentially influence transit ridership particularly in comparison to local travel by private vehicle
Oversight of Small Business Administration Programs Concerning Veterans 1981 planning at a metropolitan scale is important for effective management of urban growth transportation
systems air quality and watershed and green spaces it is fundamental to efforts to promote social justice and equity best practices in metropolitan transportation planning shows how
the most innovative metropolitan planning organizations mpos in the united states are addressing these issues using their mandates to improve transportation networks while pursuing
emerging sustainability goals at the same time as both a policy analysis and a practical how to guide this book presents cutting edge original research on the role accessibility plays and
should play in transportation planning tracks how existing plans have sought to balance competing priorities using scenario planning and other strategies assesses the results of various
efforts to reduce automobile dependence in cities and explains how to make planning documents more powerful and effective in highlighting the most innovative practices implemented by mpos
regional planning councils city and county planning departments and state departments of transportation this book aims to influence other planning organizations as well as influence
federal and state policy discussions and legislation
National Mass Transportation Assistance Act of 1977 1977 bringing together leading authorities this concise state of the science handbook delves into all aspects of problem solving
based school psychology practice thirty four focused chapters present data based methods for assessment analysis intervention and evaluation with special attention given to working in
a response to intervention framework tools and guidelines are provided for promoting success in key academic domains reading writing and math social emotional and behavioral skills are
thoroughly
Sustainable Transportation Planning 2012-01-24 a companion volume to immigrants and the american experience 1999 this book covers american public library services to immigrants from
1876 to 2003 as such it provides an excellent text on public library services to diverse groups and multiculturalism in public libraries it presents a detailed exposition of immigration law
accompanied by an analysis of laws affecting libraries these legislative activities are placed in the context of library practice and the library profession treating fully developments within
ala and the government agencies tasked with the funding and oversight of libraries
Citizen and Agency Perspectives on the Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act 2014 examines the net economic benefits associated with various strategies and practices for coordinating
human service transportation and general public transit provides quantitative estimates for these strategies and practices and identifies innovative and promising coordination strategies
and practices
Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2014 2013 this introduction will help plan for attracting this rapidly growing spanish speaking population into the library
and library services a major challenge to librarians in small public libraries who have no spanish speaking staff providing services to spanish speakers is both an honor and a challenge before
public institutions venture into reaching out to the spanish speaking community they need to become familiar with their cultural competency so that their decisions and initiatives are not at
risk
Traveler Response to Transportation System Changes 2007 introduction profiles of surveyed college and university communities campus operations campus policies and planning
technology and green innovations conclusions appendixes
Moon Oregon Hiking 2021-03-02 supplying contributions from latino librarian practitioners across the nation this anthology provides broad coverage of the subject of latino spanish
speaking library service in the united states emphasizing public school and academic libraries pathways to progress issues and advances in latino librarianship taps the leading minds of the
latino library world to provide expert discourse on a wide spectrum of library services to latino patrons in the united states this collection of articles provides an accurate insightful
discussion of the issues and advances in latino library service coverage of library service to the latino community includes subjects such as special collections recruitment and mentoring
leadership collection development reference services to gays and lesbians children services and special library populations contributors include library practitioners who are of mexican
chilean peruvian nicaraguan puerto rican and cuban descent best practices are presented and explained in depth with practical examples and documented citations
Building Transit Ridership 1997 trb s transit cooperative research program tcrp report 111 elements needed to create high ridership transit systems explores the strategies used by transit
agencies to create high ridership the report includes case studies that focus on the internal and external elements that contributed to successful ridership increases and examines how the
transit agencies influenced or overcame internal and external challenges to increase ridership the report includes a companion interactive cd rom that contains a database of individual
transit agency ridership strategies linked to the strategies and examples presented in the report the cd rom also contains a brochure that outlines the key elements identified in this report for



increasing and sustaining ridership publisher s website
A 21st Century Transportation System 2009 presents a guide to the ideas resources and strategies for increasing library service to latino populations
Mass Transit Subsidy Program Available to Federal Employees 1994 helps citizens and their governments apply the concept of sustainable development in their communities original
Case Study of the Denver Regional Transportation District Eco Pass Program 1993
Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations For 2008, Part 1, 110-1 Hearings, * 2007
Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2017: Testimony of interested individuals and organizations: American Indian 2016
Best Practices in Metropolitan Transportation Planning 2018-06-27
Practical Handbook of School Psychology 2012-07-20
Still Struggling for Equality 2004-12-30
Paying to Play 2009
Recreation Fee Demonstration Program 2004
Economic Benefits of Coordinating Human Service Transportation and Transit Services 2003
Crash Course in Serving Spanish-Speakers 2008-10-30
No Child Left Inside 2007
Transit Systems in College and University Communities 2008
Pathways to Progress 2011-11-18
Elements Needed to Create High Ridership Transit Systems 2007
¡Bienvenidos! ¡Welcome! 2005-05-02
Catalogue 2000
Toward Sustainable Communities 2012-07-17
Hearing on Energy and Tax Policy 2009
Resources in Education 1996
Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies Appropriations for 2018: Supplemental oversight, U.S. Forest Service; Supplemental oversight, Department of the Interior 2017
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